
A GOLDEN FUTURE...



TURNING GLASS INTO GOLD 

 We, alchemists of the modern age, 
aim at further turning this glass 
into gold – in a way of creating 
the most advanced and efficient 
glass finishing machines, that will 
save you heaps of time and money 
without making any compromises 
on the issue of quality. The new win-
win in glass finishing is Goldglass.

WHO ARE WE? THE NEW ALCHEMISTS
Just like the machines we build, we are relatively small in size but great in innovation, productivity 
and efficiency. Our company has risen from an almost anonymous family venture to a worldwide 
success, with sales of millions in just four years since the debut of our first painting machine, 
the M.R.C 2150. 

Zami Goldstein, the founder of Goldglass, is an inspiring entrepreneur and a brilliant inventor and 
machine builder. But first and foremost, his story is a story of love for glass and glass products. 
Coming from the sphere of electric machinery and automation services, Zami first encountered 
the world of glass at the end of the 1990’s. His first machines were built for special orders received 
in his glass art studio, and from there – using his accumulated rich experience in the realm of 
glass finishing - it was a short way to the development of industrial mechanics. Goldglass is his 
dream come true: a proven working solution for turning a once complex, expensive and unwieldy 
routine into a clean, easy to use, affordable and economical process.

Historically, glass was first made 
right here, in the Near East. There 
was always a lot of sand around, 
and bright minds were not in short 
supply either. So it is no wonder that 
up till today, the most innovative 
ideas about glass processing sprout 
in the same area where ancient 
alchemists first discovered the 
marvel of turning sand into glass.

M.R.C-2350-CI/2850 Glass Painting Machine
A revolutionary glass painting machine



″THE GOLDEN EGGS″ - OUR PRODUCTS
Goldglass is currently offering two state-of-the-art machines that accommodate 
almost every need in the glass finishing industry. Our clients vary - from large 
factories to mid-range producers and small studios, from mass-production units 
to private projects. Our unique features and flexible design enable us to cater 
them all.

Our golden flagship is M.R.C-2350-CI: a revolutionary painting machine that is 
literally changing the world of glass finishing - it is definitely the most advanced, 
economic and efficient product in the market today. This is what we mean by 
changing the face of glass.

WHAT MAKES THIS GOLD
BRIGHTER THAN OTHERS?
• A single color gun guarantees uniform color and prevents uneven coverage.
• Glass detecting system ensures edge-to-edge painting - no color is wasted! 
• Automatic cleaning optimizes performance and protects your workers from exposure to 

hazardous materials.
• Easy installation and maintenance save you time and money.
• Low energy consumption saves you more money. And the environment will thank you too.
• Dimensions and mobility: this compact machine can be fitted wherever you want it to be, and 

easily mobilized according to your needs.
• High production rate.

The result is an unbelievably shorter ROI, the best you can get in the glass finishing business 
to-date. The youngest member in our golden family is the new GD-7000. This advanced glass 
paint drying machine is fully interfaced with the M.R.C-2350-CI, but can be purchased as a stand-
alone as well. Just like its older sister, it is characterized by simple operation, economic energy 
consumption and high efficiency. Drying times are shorter than ever.

GD7000 Glass Dryer
Economic energy consumption and high efficiency.
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A GOLDEN FUTURE ...
The bright minds at Goldglass keep endlessly busy 
with fulfilling Zami’s vision to the best. Our goal is to 
make the finest finishing machines in the world, by 
way of always thinking out of the box and formulating 
unique finishing solutions. This means new products, 
advanced models, improved functions, impeccable 
service and every little detail that would make glass 
finishing smooth, user friendly, eco-friendly and 
budget friendly! 

If it is now almost impossible for anyone to imagine 
a world without glass, the day is near when glass 
producers and consumers will find it extremely 
difficult to imagine a world without Goldglass.


